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TRANSCRIPTOME

• Twenty years ago, obtaining hundreds of bases
of sequence information from a slab gel marked a
productive day.
• Ten years ago, obtaining thousands of bases
from a core facility was routine.
• Today, RNA-seq can reveal the identities of
most RNA species inside a cell, providing tens to
hundreds of millions of sequence ‘‘reads’’ and
information on billions of individual bases.
• Using this mass of data to gain valid insights,
however, requires investing the time to develop a
sophisticated understanding of bioinformatics
and statistics. It is easy to initiate a project, but
it is difﬁcult to obtain and interpret data to
adequately answer experimental questions.

Generation of a sequencing library for RNA-seq
analysis is a complex, multi-step process and a
potential source of significant variation

OUTLINE
Brief introduction on transcriptome
Sample collection

RNA extraction methods and RNA quality assessment and
quantification
Three case-studies
• Diets and goat milk
• Staphylococcus aureus, mastitis and pathogenicity
• Mastitis and effect on mammary gland in goats

RNA: Ribonucleic Acid
Types of RNA
• Ribosomal RNA (rRNA): catalytic component
of ribosomes (about 80-85%)
• Transfer RNA (tRNA): transfers amino acids
to polypeptide chain at the ribosomal site of
protein synthesis (about 15%)
• Messenger RNA (mRNA): carries information
about a protein sequence to the ribosomes
(about 5%)
Other regulatory types
• miRNA, siRNA, snRNA, dsRNA, piRNA…

Transcriptome
• The transcriptome is the set of all RNA produced
in a cell (or population of cells)
• The transcriptome of a cell varies over time and
with environmental conditions
• The mRNA transcripts reflect which genes are
actively expressed
• Microarray technology
• RNA-seq technology

Comparing Microarray and RNA-Seq

Wang, Zhong, Mark Gerstein, and Michael Snyder. "RNA-Seq: a revolutionary tool for
transcriptomics." Nature Reviews Genetics 10.1 (2009): 57-63.

Why use transcriptomes in biological research?

• Easy, accessible way to see
and quantify gene
expression
• Immediate access to the
protein coding portion of the
genome
• Identify alternative splicing
• Identify Single Nucleotide
Polymorphisms (SNPs) in
coding regions

• Absence of gene does not
mean it is not present in the
genome
• Difficult to ensure that you
have sampled a single cell
type
• Statistical analysis is highly
dependent on experimental
design

time/period/specific treatment

Alternative splicing
From one gene…more mRNAs

Each mRNA … one protein

Sampling design
Focus on: what is your research question?

1) What tissue/sample to target
2) Homogeneous sampling
3) Replicates – important to validate
results

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The required number of replicates
will vary greatly depending on the
amount of biological variability
associated with the samples of
interest

Replicates
Technical replicates: no needed with RNA-seq (required with
Microarrays); useful when the goal is to compare the
performance of competing sequencing technologies

Biological replicates: at least 3 replicates needed for statistical
power; useful when the goal is to investigate differences
between treatments
Batch effect: prepare and sequence all libraries simultaneously
to avoid batch effect (different flow cell are usually ok)

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Pooling
YES: before or after sequencing for more robust transcriptome
BUT: only if you have more pools for each experimental condition
(differential expression is statistics and needs replicates)
BUT: if you pool together before sequencing you will not be able to
exclude some biased /outlier sample

During sampling …
• mRNA is fragile and unstable – susceptible to degradation
• ensure aseptic conditions – use tubes and tools that are
RNAse-free
• collect the amount of tissue that you need (some tissues
have high yields – liver- others give low yield - adipose)
• storage the sample in stable conditions (ideally at -80C)

Some techniques commonly used to stabilise RNA
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Processed immediately after harvest
Snap freezing (liquid nitrogen) – immediate storage at -80°C
RNAlater … better for small sized tissue; put samples at -20°C or -80°C
Other commercial products

most tissues, cultured cells,
bacteria, and yeast

To set up the experiment
1. Choose the RNA extraction protocol among different
choices
Unless interested in rRNA, it’s always best to remove
Remember it makes up ~ 95% of the transcriptome

2. Enrich RNA transcripts: this process is most commonly
carried out using poly-A-tailed mRNA selection (PA) or rRNA
depletion (RD) to eliminate rRNAs that are naturally
abundant in the sample and which would otherwise
dominate the sequence data.

Experimental and Practical considerations
However, both mainstream methods have
their own advantages and limitations:
▪ poly(A) + RNA is the method ease of use
and relatively low cost
▪ Use Poly(A) enrichment if you are only
interested in coding RNA. This is very
common, but do not use if interested in
non-coding RNA as well
▪ If an RNA sample is partially degraded or
the user is interested in noncoding
RNAs, depletion of rRNAs is typically
necessary

From RNA -> sequence data

RNA extraction organic or column protocols

Poly(A) enrichment or ribosomal RNA depletion

Martin J.A. and Wang Z., Nat. Rev. Genet. (2011) 12:671–682

From RNA -> sequence data

Martin J.A. and Wang Z., Nat. Rev. Genet. (2011) 12:671–682

From RNA -> sequence data

If both ends of the cDNAs are sequenced, then paired-end
reads are generated, as shown here by dashed lines between
the pairs.

Martin J.A. and Wang Z., Nat. Rev. Genet. (2011) 12:671–682

Check points

Steps to Illumina sequencing

• Library construction
• Fragment, attach
adapter DNA

• Cluster generation
• Add to flow cell
• Bridge amplification

• Sequencing
• Single base at a time,
imaging

• Data analysis
• Images transformed into
basecalls and ‘reads’

After the sequencing
alignment on the reference genome

assignment of reads to known genes

detection of any new non-annotated genes

TRANSCRIPTOME
Effect of diets enriched with
linoleic acid (hemp seeds)
and α-linolenic acid (flax
seeds) on the goat milk
transcriptome and miRNAs

“Cascina Baciocca” (Cornaredo-MI)
Department of Agricultural and
Environmental Sciences,
University of Milan

Four years ago…
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To develop production strategies to ensure that
foods are increasingly healthy, that is, they
contain fewer components considered negative
for health and more components that are
nutraceuticals, with a positive effect on health

HEMP

Aim of this study was to evaluate the effects of diets
enriched with polyunsaturated fatty acids (FA), using flax (F)
and hemp (H) seeds supplementation, on milk traits, FA
composition, and mammary gland gene expression of
lactating goats

FLAX

Saturated fatty acids, cholesterol and some fatty acids are
accused of predisposition to the development of
cardiovascular pathologies, of some types of tumors, of
obesity, of the metabolic syndrome.

forage/concentrate

It is possible to change
the composition
of fatty acids

diet supplementation with lipid sources

pasture

▪ Lipid metabolism in the mammary gland is controlled
at the transcriptome level

▪ To this end, changes in the mammary gland
transcriptome were studied following the
administration of diets enriched with RNA-seq

Experimental set up
CONTROL ( C )

FLAX ( F )

HEMP ( H )

Eighteen secondiparous Alpine goats previously selected
as unaffected by CAEV (caprine arthritis-encephalitis
virus) and mastitis and with similar phenotypic and
genetic traits (production at their first lactation, body
condition evaluation and pedigree) were randomly
divided in three groups with different dietary
treatments.

The treatments were arranged to evaluate the main effects of 2
dietary lipid supplementations (flax or hemp), on milk
transcriptome and lipid metabolism as follows: (1) control diet
(C), (2) diet supplemented with flax seed (F), (3) diet
supplemented with hemp seed (H).
In order to balance for the fat supplementation in the two
experimental diets, corn flakes and soybean meal were included
in the C diet.

Experimental set up
DIFFERENT DIETS

CONTROL (C)
FLAX (F)
HEMP (H)

Calving group A
12 feb - 15 feb

Calving group B

7 apr

15 feb - 4 mar

feb

mar

apr

mag

T0A

T0B

28 mar

7 apr

Time point = T0
40 DIM
(after-calving diet)

giu

lug
T1A

11 lug

ago

sett

T1B

24 lug

Time point = T1
140 ± 7 DIM

The animals were fed for 40 days with a transition diet (after-calving diet; time point = T0), very
similar to the control diet fed in T1, but with a slightly higher forage to concentrate ratio (51/49
vs 49/51, for T0 and T1, respectively), allowing management of the administration of
independent rations.
Thereafter, until 140±7 days of lactation (Time point = T1), goats were fed different rations
corresponding to different dietary treatments. During the entire experiment, the goats had free
access to water and were fed twice daily (08:30h and 17:30h).

To balance

Experimental set up
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Fatty acids changes in diets
LA

PA
OA

PA, C16:0 palmitic acid
SA, C18:0, stearic acid
OA, C18:1n9, oleic acid
LA, C18:2n6, linoleic acid
ALA, C18:3n3, -linolenic acid
SDA, C18:4n3, stearidonic acid

ALA
(6%)

SDA
(0.0%)

SA

Control diet
n6/n3= 3,6

HEMP
(seed)

*

PA

OA
SA

ALA
(>36%)

n6/n3= 0,3

*

LA
FLAX
(seed)

ALA
(>11%)

SDA
(0.4%)
Hemp diet

PA

LA

OA
SDA
(0.0%)

SA
Flax diet

EXPERIMENTAL Flow chart
RNA-seq Flow chart

Milk collection 2 h
after the morning
milking

Check point

EXPERIMENTAL Flow chart
RNA-seq Flow chart

Mapped reads (n)
14.951,867- 34.867,432
% mapped reads 88.93%

Mapped against the
Capra hircus
reference genome

mRNA transcripts
12.436 uniquely mapped reads

Critical points
Milk sample collection
• two hours after the morning milking
because of less epithelial cells and more
viable somatic cells
• necessary refrigeration for sample’s
delivery to the lab
RNA extraction procedure
• comparison among different milk pretreatment protocols
• optimization of a protocol for RNA
integrity higher than 7.0
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T1 vs T0 = RNA-Seq
*DEGs: Differentially expressed genes

CONTROL

DEG

Gene Network

-

-

HEMP

DEG

Gene Network

P-value ≤ 0.001
Fold Change > 1.5
FDR = 0.05

491

23

FLAX

DEG

Gene Network

P-value ≤ 0.001
Fold Change > 1.5
FDR = 0.05

133

6

P-value ≤ 0.05
Fold Change > 1.5
FDR = 0.05
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T1 = RNA-Seq results
*DEGs: Differentially expressed genes

HEMP
P-value ≤ 0.001
Fold Change > 1.5
FDR = 0.05

FLAX
P-value ≤ 0.001
Fold Change > 1.5
FDR = 0.05

DEG
1383

DEG
469

Gene
Network
>25

Gene Network
20

Sharing
between
hemp and
flax diets

miRNA-seq output
✓ An average of 4.1 million counts/sample, generated by Mirdeep analysis were obtained from
the comparison of triplicates of Hemp and Flax animals and their relative controls.
✓ 1,175 unique miRNAs were detected by Mirdeep2.
✓ Among these,
• 406 were known Capra hircus miRNAs
• 276 were homologous of known miRNAs from other species
• 493 were new candidate miRNAs
• 63 (26 known and 37 novel) and 18 (7 known and 11 novel) miRNAs were differentially
expressed after diet conversion for H and F animals, respectively
✓ 11 out of the 26 known miRNAs (miR-99a-5p, miR-144-3p, miR-146a, miR-15a-5p, miR-93-5p,
miR-221-3p, miR-223-3p, miR-30a-3p, miR-134, miR-654-5p and miR-1271-5p) and 2 out of 7
known miRNAs (miR-99a-5p, miR-424-5p) differentially expressed after hemp and flax diet
conversion targeted 375 and 203 genes, respectively
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Gene function and pathway analysis
HEMP T1 vs T0
15 over
7 down

FLAX

T1 vs T0

12 over
7 down
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Gene function and pathway analysis
HEMP diet vs CONTROL diet at T1
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SREBPs (Sterol regulatory element–binding proteins)
The SREBP family has three members (1a, 1c and 2) and has a crucial role in energy
homeostasis, promoting glycolysis, lipogenesis and adipogenesis. SREBPs directly activate the
expression of more than 30 genes.

Proposed
mechanism for the
effect of fatty acids
on the regulation of
key enzymes in
lipogenesis
via
SREBP
Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2016,
17(6), 918. Review
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Nutrigenomics and Beef Quality: A Review about Lipogenesis
Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2016, 17(6), 918. Review

Among the
transcription factors
involved in lipid
metabolism, the
peroxisome
proliferator-activated
receptors (PPARs)
and sterol regulatory
element-binding
proteins (SREBPs)
stand out.
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Flax diet vs Control diet at T1
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PPAR

(peroxisome-proliferator
activated receptor) signaling

PPAR receptors are regulators
of gene expression and play a
key role in glucose and lipid
metabolism

Emerging data underscore the role of PPARs as a
core regulator of metabolic genes in livestock
(Lipid Regulation of Gene Expression in
Ruminants, Hosseini and Loor, 2014)
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Hemp diet: T1 vs T0
P-value ≤ 0.001

green: down-regulated
red: up-regulated

Hemp diet vs Control diet T1
P-value ≤ 0.001

PPAR Signaling
Flax Diet: T1 vs T0
P-value ≤ 0.001

Flax Diet vs Control diet: T1
P-value ≤ 0.001

green: down-regulated
red: up-regulated

PPAR Signaling
miRNAs and target gene that were found related to
PPAR signaling in animal undergone Hemp diet

▪ List of differentially expressed genes in
response to different dietary regimes
▪ Characterization of metabolic pathways
▪ Definition of a list of new genes involved
in lipid metabolism
▪ Better understanding of how nutrition
interacts with the lipogenic genes
modulation and what are the possible
effects of this interaction on the lipid
metabolism in the mammary gland and
on the acidic profile of the milk

TRANSCRIPTOME
Genomic and transcriptomic
comparison between
Staphylococcus aureus strains
associated with high and low
within herd prevalence of
intra-mammary infection

Mastitis is reported as one of the
most important disease for dairy
cattle based on great economical
losses caused by affecting animal
welfare and milk production costs
Staphylococcus aureus is one of the
major cause of intra-mammary
infection (IMI) in ruminants worldwide,
causing mastitis with diverse degrees of
severity.
In dairy cows, Staph. aureus IMI is
almost always subclinical, thus leading
to an increasing risk of contagion and
diffusion in the herds

Subtypes of Staph. aureus were associated with high within-herd IMI, compared to other different
subtypes that were associated with low within-herd prevalence.
Two large European studies demonstrated that the Repetitive-Sequence PCR RS-PCR genotype B
(GTB), belonging to the Sequence Type ST8 a high contagious and diffusive Staph. aureus involved
in bovine IMI, was the most frequently detected in several European countries (Austria, Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, Switzerland). Conversely, the RS-PCR genotype S (GTS), belonging to ST398
was one of the rare genotypes found in bovine milk samples
Case

Control
GTB
GTS

The existence of subtypes of Staph. aureus differing in pathogenic properties
emphasizes the need to well define strain characteristics, in order to
monitor bacteria dissemination and find potentially relevant targets related
to their contagiousness

To gain further insight into Staph. aureus features, the aim of this work was the
characterization of two groups of Staph. aureus strains differing in their clinical
outcome. Each strain was comprehensively studied by comparative genomic
and transcriptomic analysis in order to identify staphylococcal factors that can
be associated with strain virulence and bacterial diffusion in the herd.

✓ Milk samples were collected aseptically. Samples were kept at 4 °C
and bacteriological assays were performed within 48 h.
✓ Isolates were classified into two groups: Staph. aureus belonging
to low within-herd mastitis prevalence (herds A, B, C) or high
within-herd mastitis prevalence (herds D, E, F).

✓ The strains were isolated and grown on Blood Agar plates
and a single colony of the third passage in culture was
transferred into 5 ml of Brain Heart Infusion medium
(BHI).
✓ Bacteria were grown overnight at 37 °C
✓ Cultures were subsequently diluted 1/100 into 40 ml of
BHI and grown at 37 °C.
✓ Optical density at 600 nm (OD600) was performed hourly
until mid-exponential phase (OD600 =0.4) was achieved.

0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0

✓ At the appropriate OD600, bacteria were pelleted by centrifugation at 10 000 g for 2 min;
after surnatant removing, the pellet was resuspended in 500 μl of saline solution (NaCl
0.9%) and centrifuged at 10 000 g for 2 min. The pellet was immediately used for RNA
extraction and stored at −20 °C for DNA extraction.

Total RNA was isolated using the NucleoSpin® mRNA
kit (Macherey-Nagel, Germany), according to the
manufacturer protocol, in combination with TRIzol®
lysis.

RNAs were quantified using a NanoDrop ND-1000
spectrophotometer
(NanoDrop
Technologies,
Wilmington, DE, USA) and RNAs quality was checked
using the Agilent Bioanalyser 2100 (Agilent, Santa Clara,
CA).

Only RNA samples with RNA Integrity Number (RIN) values higher than 7 were used for the analysis.
The isolated DNAs and RNAs were stored at −20 and −80 °C until use, respectively.

smallRNAs

✓ Bacterial rRNA was depleted with RiboZero rRNA removal kit for grampositive organisms (Epicentre Illumina, Madison, WI, USA)
✓ RNA quality was assessed for each passage by the Agilent Bioanalyser
2100 (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA)
✓ Libraries were prepared using TruSeq® RNA Sample Preparation v2 Kit
(Illumina)

✓ Samples were sequenced on a Miseq Instrument (Illumina) in a 1×50cycles run

Critical points
Bacteria
• check of bacterial growth in order to have
the strains at the same exponential growth
phase
Library preparation
• pellet immediately used for RNA extraction
and RNA stored at -80°C
• Bacterial rRNA depletion

Mapped against the reference sequence of Staph.
aureus NCTC 8325 genome with BWA aligner
To generate a high-quality mapping for each sample, we
applied quality filters by excluding those reads with
more than four mismatches or those with mapping
quality score (MAPQ) less than 15.
Differential expression analysis was performed on the
gene set belonging to core genome of Staph. aureus
NCTC 8325 and the calculation of differential expression
genes was performed with DESeq
All the statistical analyses were performed using R
version 3.0.3. DNA-Seq and transcriptomic data were
visualized using the Integrated Genomics Viewer IGV

GTS/ST398

GTB/ST8

Strain 1

Strain 2

Strain 3

Strain 1

Strain 2

Strain 3

Raw reads

3,026,972

3,370,420

2,241,480

2,933,330

2,458,170

2,594,786

Mapping reads

2,827,855

3,113,259

2,056,531

2,717,298

2,247,906

2,479,609

% Mapping

93.42

92.37

91.75

92.64

91.45

95.56

% mRNA

91.56

89.22

83.04

87.34

86.25

90.76

% rRNA

0.30

0.38

5.20

5.20

4.87

0.86

% Intergenic

8.13

10.39

15.57

7.45

8.86

8.36

CDS mapping

Transcriptome reads were aligned against Staph. aureus NCTC8325 reference genome with an high
read-mapping rate and high coverage for both genotypes (average: 93.25%±1.39%).

• 2479 genes were in common between GTS, GTB and NCTC 8325
• 237 DEGs were found between the two groups with 56.1% of the DEGs up-regulated in GTB
strains and 43.9% in GTS strains
• Four of these DEGs were validated by RT- PCR confirming the RNA-Seq data

RESULTS

The comparison between the number of DEGs and the total number of genes present
in the NCTC8325 reference genome, revealed that genes belonging to “Amino acid
transport and metabolism” category varied significantly between the two genotypes
(corrected p-value 3.86E-05).
Other two categories, “Defence mechanism” and “Inorganic ion transport and
metabolism” indicated a trend toward enrichment in DEGs list

Aminoacid
transport and
metabolism
42 annotated genes
9 were upregulated in GTB/ST8

Defence mechanism
34 annotated genes, within 14
and 20 up-regulated in GTB/ST8
and GTS/ST398, respectively

Inorganic ion
transport and
metabolism
24 DEGs
4 and 20 were up-regulated in
GTB/ST8 and GTS/ST398,
respectively

And more…
✓ A comparison of the genome sequences of these strains with a core genome
(set of genes shared between GTB/ST8ra and GTS/ST398ra) revealed about
17% of differences for their gene content, with a relevant enrichment in genes
associated with virulence properties
✓ Both groups of strains showed differences in several genes associated to
virulence factors and some of them were present in only one of the two
genotypes
✓ Furthermore, the transcriptomic profiling for both groups of strains confirmed
the functional enrichment for genes related to adaptation and propensity to
chronicity

Clumping
factor B ClfB
Integrative
Genomics
Viewer (IGV)

Showed differences by
transcriptomic and genomic
analyses in both genotypes,
respectively, indicating that
surface adhesins are not only
present/absent, but also
variable amongst lineages of
Staph. aureus

Protein A IsdA
Integrative
Genomics
Viewer (IGV)

Contemporary, the integrated pathway analysis between the two genotypes of Staph.
aureus genes involved in pathogenicity showed an interesting variation in the
microbial surface component recognizing adhesive matrix molecule (MSCRAMM),
whose function includes adhesion to and invasion in host cells and tissues, evasion
of immune responses and biofilm formation.
As well known, the fnbB gene is a multifunctional MSCRAMM, which recognizes
fibronectin, fibrinogen and elastin and promoting the internalization of Staph. aureus
into epithelial and endothelial cell mediating bacterial invasion

Sequence alignment for a 1285 bp portion of fnbB gene (from position 1297 up to 2582 of fnbB genes (NCBI
accession number: CP000253, region: 2577879..2580632) in all six strains. In figure, gene sequence for
GTS/ST398 (1-2-3), GTB/ST8 (1-2-3), and the NCTC8325 strain in the homologous position are presented.

The fnbB gene showed high variability between the two genotypes, revealing a high level of
polymorphisms that lead to a premature stop codon and a truncated form of the protein for
GTS/ST398 strains
Association between this gene and the invasiveness; internalization of pathogen into host cells

Considering the functional categories
belonging to bacterial invasion of epithelial
cells and infection pathways, we found
genes that were detected by using or (i)
strain genotyping comparison or (ii)
transcriptomic analysis or (iii) by the two
combined approaches
• fnbB: GTS/ST398 resulted in a truncated
protein form
• ClfB and IsdA DEGs over-expressed and
down regulated in GTB/ST8 and vice
versa for GTS/ST398
• SdrC/D/E and EaP/MaP differed in
protein sequence exclusively by DNASeq
comparison
• Hlg/Luc: present and expressed in the
GTB/ST8 strains
• scn: differentially expressed between the
two groups, over-expressed in GTB/ST8
and down-regulated in GTS/ST398

CONCLUSION
• our analysis proves that integration of RNA-Seq
and DNA-Seq data well describe Staph. aureus
strains associated with different within-herd IMI
prevalence in dairy cows
• our results disclosed congruent patterns of
genetic variation in colonization and invasion
factors between GTB/ST8 and GTS/ST398 strains
• results highlight a high number of unknown
genes differing between genotypes, whose
unknown functionality lacks direct association
with virulence function
• the fine genomic characterization of these
strains was a first step towards developing
strategies able to provide new insights into
mechanisms associated to Staph. aureus mastitis

TRANSCRIPTOME

Response of the goat mammary gland to
infection with Staphylococcus aureus revealed
by gene expression profiling in milk somatic
and white blood cells

➢ inflammation of the mammary gland without particular
reference to the determining causes
➢ physical, chemical and microbiological changes that occur in
milk and pathological changes in the mammary gland
➢ numerous
microorganisms
(staphylococci,
streptococci,
corynebacterium, enterobacteriaceae ...) have been associated
with mastitis in the goat
➢ invading pathogens activate the immune defence in the udder,
which is a complex biological process involving not only
resident and recruited immune cells, but also mammary
epithelial and endothelial cells; the result is an increase in the
number of somatic cells in milk

MASTITIS

➢ The aetiology of the pathogens influences the severity of the symptoms:
contagious pathogens, such as Staphylococcus aureus or Streptococcus
agalactiae, cause ongoing chronic disease and sub-clinical mastitis, while the
environmental coliform bacteria often cause acute, clinical mastitis.
➢ Variation in presentation of the disease between pathogens may be the result
of differences in the capability of the innate immune system to mount initial
defences

In cattle, the selection due to increased milk production in the past decades has
led to a decrease in mastitis resistance
The somatic cell count (SCC) in milk reflects the number of neutrophils that
migrate from the blood to the mammary gland in response to an infection
There is evidence that a selection based on SCC would effectively reduce the
incidence of clinical mastitis: some studies report that cows and sheep with
lower SCS (Somatic Cell Score) are those with the lowest risk of clinical mastitis
(Rupp et al., 2000; Rupp et al, 2009)
Currently, in several countries the selection plans for cattle and sheep have been
revised to include (or increase) the weight of non-productive traits with specific
attention to mastitis resistance (Heringstad et al, 2000; Miglior et al, 2005), in
particular the selection strategies envisage the linear decrease of the SCC as a
tool for the reduction of intra-breast infection (IMI) both subclinical and clinical
(Rupp et al 2009).

No data is reported for the caprine species and data are missing on the genetic
basis between the SCC phenotypic character and resistance/susceptibility to
clinical mastitis.

SELECTION

The objectives of the present study were
(i) to investigate the early response of goats to a controlled infection
with S. aureus by following gene expression responses in immune
related cells in the blood and milk in order to better understand the
local and systemic response
(ii) to compare the responses of two divergent lines of goat selected
for high and low milk SCS

✓ microarray: "instantaneous" expression of genes activated in
tissues in response to conditions or treatments
✓ bovine genome has enabled the development of microarray
platforms useful for the study of transcriptome in this species

CustomArray® Synthesizer

CustomArray
Silicon
wafer

Silicon
Microarray

• Customarray is an "in situ" synthesis technology, that is, the oligonucleotide probes are synthesized
directly on a semiconductor using an electrochemical synthesis process. Each oligonucleotide probe
(spot) is synthesized on a platinum electrode. The synthesis is based on the phosphoramidite chemistry
and occurs simultaneously for thousands of sites.

• The oligonucleotides are synthesized on a porous layer that covers the surface of the semiconductor and
are covalently linked to the surface of the chip.
• The chips can be used up to 4 times

CustomArray: characteristics
90K

2x40K

12K

4x2K

35-40 base

35-40 base

35-40 base

35-40 base

No. spot

90,000

2 arrays of
40,000
spots

12,000

4 arrays of
2,240 spots

Target

DNA or RNA
dye

Spot
dimensions

25 um

Oligo lenght

DNA or RNA DNA or RNA DNA or RNA
dye
dye
dye

25 um

44 um

44 um

Workflow CustomArray 90K
RNA extraction: quality and
quantity check

1-2 days

RNA amplification and dye

1-3 days

Pre-hybridization and RNA
fragmentation

40 min

Hybridization

4-16 hours

Post-hybridization washing

30 min

Scanning

10 min

GOAT
✓ 10 ALPINE GOATS (INRA)
✓ 5 SCC +
✓ 5 SCC ✓ without IMI

Goats from two lines selected for high and low SCS were
investigated with the hypothesis that the mammary response and
function may differ between the lines

Artificial infection with S. aureus 30gg after calving
• S. aureus isolated from goat with chronic mastitis
• infection: 103 UFC
• mammary gland SX infected with S. aureus
• mammary gland DX infusion with PBS
• Temperature checking
• Sampling of milk and blood at 0, 6, 12, 18, 24, 30 hr

RNA extraction: quality and quantity

Nanodrop
Milk from 1,5 l
To 300 ml

Conc. ≥ 1-2 µg
28S
Marker

TRIZOL®

Bioanalyzer

18S

5S

RIN ≥ 6.5
rRNA Ratio [28s/18s] ~ 2

RNA: amplification and Cy5 dye
~ 1µg

•RNA is amplified until a concentration of
 100 g
•ULS-labelling for  6 g of RNA using the
Cy5
ULS links the RNA with a bridge between
the platinum and N7 of the guanidine

~ 100µg

~ 6µg

Nanodrop and Bioanalyzer amplification and labelling verification

•RNA A260/A280=1.9-2.1
Nanodrop

•Cy5 pmoldye/µl ≥ 15
•DoL aRNA=1.0-3.6

aRNA
1000-1500 nt

Bioanalyzer

The expected profile of the aRNA
is a distribution of fragments of
250-5500 nt with most of them of
1000-1500 nt

CustomArray™ 90K assembly
• Pre-hybridization and aRNA fragmentation

• aRNA hybridization at 45°C for 16 h

• post-hybridization washing

• Scan
Scanner AXON 4000B
Software GenePix Pro 6.0

Critical points
•Chip design
•RIN of samples
•Too long procedure with some critical
steps

No significant differences were found between the two selected groups depending on the
somatic cell content of the milk and the total bacterial count

p value < 0.01
log2 fold change > 1.5

MILK
o NO differences in gene expression were found at any time points
between the two selection lines
o Analyzing the two groups together
No significant differences were found between T0 and T1,
T2, T3
300 genes were differentially expressed between T0 and T4
128 genes were differentially expressed between T0 and T5

BLOOD
•No significant differences were found between T0 and T1,
T2, T3, T4
•10 genes are differentially expressed between T0 and T5

MILK
✓251 genes for T4 v T0 and 123
genes for T5 v T0 were found to be
up-regulated
✓ 49 genes for T4 v T0 and 5 genes
for T5 v T0 were down-regulated

BLOOD
✓ 9 genes for T5 v T0 were
found to be up-regulated
✓ 1 gene for T5 v T0 was
down-regulated

MILK
genes T4 vs T0
Role in
▪ Immune and inflammatory
response
▪ Regulation of innate
resistance to pathogens
▪ Regulation of cell
metabolism

Role in
▪ Lipid metabolism
▪ Cytoskeleton and
extracellular matrix

genes T5 vs T0

PTX3 gene, long pentraxin, is secreted
multimeric glycoprotein that is thought to
activate the immune system by directly binding
selected micro-organisms and C1q, the first
component of the classical pathway of
complement activation. This gene was suggested
as a possible molecular marker for early stages
of S. aureus infection

11 GENES WERE VALIDATED WITH REALTIME
RPL13A (Ribosomal Protein L13A) USED AS HOUSEKEEPING

Gene with a greatest increase in expression
from the array data was Pentraxin3

•no significant difference between
the two groups of goats
•at 24 hours from infection
response locally (mammary gland),
at 30 hours systemic response
(blood)
•unknown genes involved in
mastitis and that can become
targets for the development of new
vaccines

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

paola.cremonesi@ibba.cnr.it

